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Email spam consumes a lot of network resources and threatens many systems because of its unwanted or malicious content. Most
existing spam filters only target complete-spam but ignore semispam. This paper proposes a novel and comprehensive CPSFS
scheme: Credible Personalized Spam Filtering Scheme, which classifies spam into two categories: complete-spam and semispam,
and targets filtering both kinds of spam. Complete-spam is always spam for all users; semispam is an email identified as spam
by some users and as regular email by other users. Most existing spam filters target complete-spam but ignore semispam. In
CPSFS, Bayesian filtering is deployed at email servers to identify complete-spam, while semispam is identified at client side by
crowdsourcing. An email user client can distinguish junk from legitimate emails according to spam reports from credible contacts
with the similar interests. Social trust and interest similarity between users and their contacts are calculated so that spam reports
are more accurately targeted to similar users. The experimental results show that the proposed CPSFS can improve the accuracy
rate of distinguishing spam from legitimate emails compared with that of Bayesian filter alone.

1. Introduction
Email is an essential communication method in the Internet
age. However, the abuse of bulk emails allows spam to spread
like a plague. Spam consumes network bandwidth and brings
also other threats to recipients: unwanted advertisements and
pornographic content, as well as malicious viruses [1]. A
spammer does not need to get permissions from recipients
when sending spam, which causes serious annoyance to
people and even leads to information security risks [2]. If
a recipient clicks a malicious link in the spam message,
their personal information may be automatically sent to
the spammer via a malicious program, which is an obvious
challenge for privacy protection [3, 4]. Statistics showed that
spam accounted for 81.8% of total emails in 2016, compared
with 72.9% in 2015 [5], which is obviously an increasing threat
to email users.
To tackle this issue, in this paper, we classify spam into
two categories according to the scope of affected users. One
kind of spam is “complete-spam,” which is defined as email

identified by all users as spam. The other kind of spam is
semispam, which is identified as spam by some users but as
legitimate by other users. Most spam filters were developed
to identify complete-spam [6, 7]. The accuracy of spam
detection of some of these filters can be fairly high [8].
However, very often we still find spam in our email inbox.
This is because the existing spam filters can only identify
complete-spam, but not semispam.
To resolve this issue, we need a comprehensive and
personalized filtering mechanism that can utilize user contacts to collaboratively identify semispam, which is a novel
scheme called CPSFS—Credible Personalized Spam Filtering
Scheme. In CPSFS, a user can make use of social networks to
obtain spam reports from his or her contacts, which can then
be used to filter both complete-spam and semispam. This is
an approach using crowdsourcing from involved email users,
where spam reports from credible similar contacts help to
boost the performance of collaborative spam filtering.
But how to choose credible contacts for a user? Users
on the Internet are interconnected to form social networks
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Input:
𝐿: local spam list
𝑀: an email set from inbox
𝑇: local trust-similarity list
Output:
𝐿: updated spam list
(1) Let 𝑀𝑖 is the 𝑖th email of 𝑀, 𝐿 𝑗 is the 𝑗th item of 𝐿, 𝑇𝑘 is 𝑘th contact’s trust, 𝑆𝑘
is 𝑘th contact’s similarity, 𝑇𝑀𝑖 is the trust of the sender of 𝑀𝑖 , 𝑛 is the number of
emails, 𝑚 is the number of items in 𝐿, 𝑐 is the number of contacts, 𝑆𝑟 is the
generated spam report, 𝑇ℎ : trust threshold, 𝑆ℎ : interest similarity threshold, flag is
the subject of email
(2) for 𝑖 ← 1 to 𝑛 do
(4)
if flag = “spam report”
if 𝑇𝑀𝑖 ≥ 𝑇ℎ
𝐿 𝑚+1 ← content of the email
𝑚←𝑚+1
for 𝑘 ← 1 to 𝑐 do
(8)
if 𝑆𝑘 ≥ 𝑆ℎ
forwarding 𝑀𝑖 to contact 𝑘
end if
(10)
end for
end if
else
MD5 ← hash(𝑆𝑖 )// Calculating MD5 hash for 𝑆𝑖
for 𝑗 ← 1 to 𝑚 do
if MD5 = 𝐿 𝑗
put 𝑆𝑖 into junk box
end if
end for
𝐿 𝑗 ← MD5
𝑚←𝑚+1
(6)
generating the spam report 𝑆𝑟 of 𝑆𝑖
(7)
for 𝑘 ← 1 to 𝑐 do
(8)
if 𝑆𝑘 ≥ 𝑆ℎ
sending 𝑆𝑟 to contact 𝑘
end if
(10)
end for
(11)end for
(13)return 𝐿
Algorithm 1: Local spam filtering algorithm.

according to their relationships [9–11]. Social trust is a
key factor that affects the sharing of knowledge and the
development of social relationships [12, 13]: users are more
likely to accept suggestions from others with high trust value
and interests similarity [14]. Social trust can be calculated by
analyzing Social Computing [15, 16].
Our contributions in this paper are as follows.
(1) We classify spam into two categories, complete-spam
and semispam. We design different methods for filtering
these two kinds of spam at both email servers and clients.
(2) We propose CPSFS which uses a crowdsourcing
mechanism to filter semispam, where users with similar
opinions collaborate together against semispam by sharing
spam reports with each other, and social trust is used for users
to choose credible contacts in order to avoid malicious users
exploiting our scheme to propagate spam.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses
related work. Section 3 explains how the CPSFS is deployed.

Section 4 describes how to calculate trust value and interest
similarity. The underlying local filter algorithm is presented
in Algorithm 1. Next, Section 6 evaluates our approach via
the experimental validation and compares with other filters.
Finally, Section 7 concludes our work.

2. Related Work
Most previous works tried to filter out complete-spams for all
users. We divided the existing work into four types based on
the used techniques: the Black/White List, Bayesian, Machine
Learning, and Social Computing.
2.1. Black/White List. Jaeyeon and Emil [17] presented a
black/white list approach that relies on the number of IP
addresses to determine whether an email is spam. The black
list includes an email server and an IP address of sender.
If the source of email appears in the black list, the email is
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identified as spam. The problem with a black/white list is that
it is difficult to update and maintain the list.
2.2. Bayesian Approach. O’Brien and Vogel [18] applied the
Bayesian algorithm for spam filtering. The Bayesian filter
parsed emails into keywords and then computed probabilities
of keywords that appeared in spam and legitimate emails,
respectively. The results showed that the Bayesian filter
detected 91.7% of spam. This is a relatively high recognition rate for all emails using uniform criteria without
considering semispam emails while calculating recognition
rate.
2.3. Machine Learning Approach. Haider et al. [19] presented
a machine learning-based approach by detecting batches of
emails to filter spam effectively. The filter needs to be trained
to distinguish keywords in spam. Scholkopf and Platt [20]
presented a method that minimizes a loss function with
respect to user’s personal distribution based on the available
biased samples. However, it is difficult to make the sample
data have the same Dirichlet distribution.
2.4. Social Computing Approach. Zisiadis et al. [21] presented
a collaborative method for email filtering called Mailbook
which was based on a social network. Each node could mark
the received spam and stored it in its own database. If one
node marked an email as spam, the votes of spam increased
by 1. Once the votes of spam reached a certain number,
the system would mark the email as spam automatically.
Similarly, Boykin and Roychowdhury [22] proposed a spam
filtering approach based on social networks, which allows
users to share the spam information with their friends to
identify spam.
Sirivianos et al. [23] applied social network and trust
mechanism for spam filtering. A node in a social network
may report a spammer’s IP address to a centralized server
for the spam it received. The centralized server calculated
the trust value according to the degree of confidence and
credibility of the spam reporter; then it decided whether the
IP address is a spammer. This method required a central
server, which increased additional network overhead, and
its accuracy was reduced by dynamic IP addressing. Shen
and Li [24] presented a social network-aided spam filter
which is used to improve the accuracy of spam filtering
by integrating four new components into a Bayesian filter;
these components identify spam by the closeness of nodes.
Each node needs to collect information and check spam by
its social network-aided spam filter, which will increase the
overhead of the system.
Apparently, if users can share information on spam with
their friends with similar interests, they can help each other
to identify spam emails more accurately.

3. Designing Spam Filtering Scheme
Users and their contacts with the same interests are called
“similar contacts.” We assume that similar contacts always
have the same opinion on the same email; then we can design
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Table 1: Local spam list.
ID
MD5
(1) 469352d907cb67bc2b228e8b0a839eee
(2) daeb67d732741a4982d6929ee191e210
(3) 6d49148666475138cec9f42cc29a7cd7
(4) bac0b74229c3f73757fe72508e25471a
(5) 2330ead823cd690611b9b990e29cc283

Contact
Zhang ch@163.com
jamesell@163.com
qingzhi@163.com
hannan@gmail.com
yangxf@upc.edu.cn

a scheme in which similar contacts share their information
on spam with each other to filter semispams.
Our scheme consists of two modules: (1) Bayesian-based
spam filtering deployed at an email server for all users; (2)
credible similarity-based spam filtering by crowdsourcing
deployed at each user local host. The structure of the proposed CPSFS is showed in Figure 1.
We deploy the Bayesian spam filtering at email servers to
filter complete-spam for all users because the more the emails
used for training are, the more accurately the Bayesian filter
identifies spam.
The spam filtering deployed at local system uses three
lists for storing information on contacts and spam reports
from other users, namely, local trust list, local spam list,
and local interest list. A user gets his contacts’ interests and
disinterests by exchanging interest lists to calculate their
similarity between them. Users share information on spam
with their credible contacts by pushing spam reports to their
contacts. Spam reports generated at the local host and that
from contacts are stored in the local spam list. At the local
system, before a user browses his inbox, those emails in the
inbox are checked according to spam information from the
local spam list. A credible contact means the similarity and
trust between the user and the contact are higher than the
corresponding threshold. We construct an interest list and a
trust-similarity list at each local host in order to calculate the
similarities and social trust values.
3.1. Local Spam List. A local spam list contains an MD5 hash
of the spam from spam reports and the email address which
the spam report is from, as shown in Table 1.
A spam report consists of a MD5 hash of the corresponding spam, which is obtained from the content of spam
email to avoid spam with an altered subject heading or a
forged address. Some spam reports were generated automatically at local system. Others were from users’ credible
contacts.
A user may receive different spam reports on the same
email from different contacts. Of these, only the report from
contact with the highest interest similarity will be recorded
into the local spam list; other reports will be dropped.
3.2. Local Interest List. The interests of a user in a social
network represent the user’s personality [25]. There are similar interests among users. The common disinterests between
two users also indicate whether they are similar in some
way. Therefore we encourage each email user to fill their
own interests and disinterests in their local interest lists and
exchange their lists with each other via emails.
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Table 2: Local Interest List.

ID
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

Interest
Shopping, movie, music, food, car
Pet, shopping, food, car, reading
Car, shopping, music, food, game
Music, food, movie, beauty, drawing
Car, pet, cartoon, music, food
IT, movie, music, basketball, reading
Car, food, basketball, game, IT

Mail server

A

Disinterest
Pet, beauty, drawing, cartoon, IT
Game, music, movie, basketball, IT
Singing, beauty, cartoon, drawing, reading
Shopping, music, pet, cartoon
Shopping, movie, basketball, IT, beauty
Food, car, singing, game, dancing
Movie, shopping, singing, dancing, game
Exchanging
interest lists

A

(4)

(3)
(1)
(5)
(6)

(2)
Local
interest list

Mailbox

B

D

Local
interest list

Local trust
list

Local trust
list

Local spam
list

Local spam
list

Node (1)
A: Bayesian filtering
C: pushing spam reports

C

(7)

Mailbox
(8)

(10)

(12)

(9)
(11)

B
Local interest list
Pushing
spam reports
(2)

Node (2)

(3)

B: storing spam reports
D: obtaining interest keywords

T: 0.5
(7)

T: 0.7

T: 0.5

(4)

(1)

T: 0.6
(6)

T: 0.4

T: 0.4
(5)

T: the value of trust
A spam report from node (1)

Figure 1: The structure of the proposed CPSFS.

These interests and disinterests can be described by some
keywords. The interests and disinterests of a user and the
user’s contacts are stored in the local interest list as shown
in Table 2. Each contact of the user has an ID in the local
system. We can get the corresponding trust value and the
interest similarity according to the contact’s ID. Once a user
gets a spam report, the local system will check the local trustsimilarity list to push the spam report on this email to those
credible contacts.
3.3. Local Trust-Similarity List. Social trust is a measure of
credibility in social networks. It reflects a certain degree
of similarity between users, such as likes, dislikes, social
relationships, and the closeness of their interests. Direct trust
is calculated initially from the historical record of direct
contacts between users which indicates the direct friendships
(not including friends of a friend) between users and their
contacts; then it can be adjusted according to the similarities
between them.

Table 3: Local trust-similarity list.
ID
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

Email address
Zhang ch@163.com
jamesell@163.com
qingzhi@163.com
hannan@gmail.com
yangxf@upc.edu.cn
dswang@upc.edu.cn
jiaozy@gmail.com

Trust value
1.00
0.52
0.79
0.56
0.41
0.60
0.73

Interest similarity
1.00
0.25
0.42
0.33
0.33
0.17
0.11

The interest similarity is calculated according to interests
and disinterests between a sender and its recipient, which
indicates the closeness between them.
Trust values and similarities of contacts on a local host are
stored in a local trust-similarity list, as shown in Table 3.
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5
Food, car, drawing,
game, singing

Game, basketball,
music, movie, IT
B

F
Basketball, shopping,
IT, beauty, movie IT

Music, game, car,
cartoon, reading
A

E

C

Beauty, movie,
pet, cartoon, IT
Shopping, pet, movie,
cartoon, reading
D
Spam report

Figure 2: A simple example for obtaining personalized spam reports.

The email users and their relationships between them
formed an email network. A simple example is showed in
Figure 2, where nodes represent users and links represent the
relationships between the user and their contacts.
3.4. Obtaining Personalized Spam Reports at a Client. A
CPSFS client can filter semispam automatically by obtaining
personalized reports from a user’s contacts. When a user
node and his/her contacts have more similar interests and
disinterests, the user is more likely to obtain personalized
spam reports from his or her contacts. A simple example is
shown in Figure 2. We list the disinterests for each user in
this figure. User A gets spam reports about IT from B, spam
reports about cartoon from C, spam reports about pet and
cartoon from D, spam reports about IT and beauty from E,
and spam reports about drawing from F.

4. Calculating Trust Value and
Interest Similarity
4.1. Calculation of Interest Similarity. The more the mutual
interests and disinterests between a user and his or her
contacts are, the more similar they are [26]. We calculate the
similarity between node A and node B via
(𝑀00 + 𝑀11 )
,
(𝑀A + 𝑀B − 𝑀11 − 𝑀00 )

4.2. Calculation of Trust Value. We use the additive increase/
multiplicative-decrease algorithm [27] to adjust the trust
value between nodes. In this algorithm, initially, the trust
value of users’ contacts should be assigned. Alternatively, the
trust value of a contact can be calculated according to the
number of emails from the contact. We count each contact’s
emails in the inbox for the past month. The number of
emails from the 𝑖th contact is represented by numi . Let max
represent the largest number of emails. The initial trust value
of a contact is 𝑇𝑖 = num𝑖 /max.
If the similarity between nodes is changed, the trust value
will be changed correspondingly. We use 𝑏 to indicate the
degree of trust value changes. So the trust value will be
changed via
𝑡𝑖𝑗 = 𝑡𝑖𝑗 ± 𝑏

(0 < 𝑏 < 1) .

(2)

If the interest similarity is higher than the threshold of
similarity and the trust value between them is less than the
given trust threshold, the trust will increase 𝑏 in formula (2).
Otherwise the trust value will decrease 𝑏. It is important to
set an appropriate value for 𝑏. We will discuss how to adjust
the trust value threshold rationally in the evaluation section.

5. Spam Filtering Process at Local System

(1)

Users can mark an email manually or automatically as spam
at local system.

where 𝑆(A, B) is the similarity between A and B. 𝑀A
represents the number of A’s interests and disinterests.
𝑀B represents the number of B’s interests and disinterests.
𝑀00 represents the number of the mutual disinterests. 𝑀11
represents the number of the mutual interests.

5.1. Mark an Email Automatically. All emails of a user are
examined by a Bayesian filter at an email server before they
reach clients [28]. When the user logs in, the local system
should check all emails in the inbox. If there is a spam report
in the inbox, the content should be extracted and written

𝑆 (A, B) =

6

5.2. Mark an Email Manually. While a user browses the
inbox, he or she may find some spam. Once the user puts a
spam email into a junk box, the local system will generate a
spam report, add it to the local spam list, and push it to similar
contacts.
Pushing a spam report is accomplished via sending emails
[29]. The subject of the email is spam report, which is used
to distinguish spam report from other emails. The content of
this kind of email is the MD5 hash of this spam. When a user
identifies an email as spam, the spam report is automatically
generated and pushed to similar contacts.
The trust value is used to limit the recipients of spam
reports from the credible users. If the trust value of a contact
is over a given threshold, this user will receive spam reports
from this contact. If the similarity to a contact is above a
given threshold, the local system will push spam reports
to the contact. The similarity threshold is used to limit
the scope of spam report propagation to similar contacts
only. This will both improve the accuracy of identifying
semispam, and reduce network overhead. We will discuss the
threshold of trust and interest similarity in the evaluation
section.

6. Experiments and Evaluations
6.1. Simulation Settings. The social network we used in our
experiments is from Datatang and contains 1133 nodes and
10903 edges [30]. The average number of contacts of each
node is 9.63. In addition, we use a sample set of 3000 emails
including 1000 spam emails and 2000 legitimate emails from
SpamAssassin public mail corpus [31]. We choose 1000 emails
from the sample randomly as definite sample, and 500 emails
from email boxes of our researchers as indefinite samples.
We set the total number of interest keywords to 15, and the
average number of interest keywords for each user to 10; then
we sent an email of the 1500 emails randomly to 10% of the
total nodes.
In our experiments, for formula (2), the initial trust value
𝑡𝑖𝑗 is randomly set from 0.5 to 1.0, the threshold of trust value
is 0.5 and the initial value of 𝑏 is 0.1. If a node received a spam
email report from his friend and the trust value between them
is less than the given trust threshold, the trust value between
him and his friend will increase by 𝑏, which can make a user
become trusted by his friend.
6.2. Comparisons with Other Methods and Accuracy of the
CPSFS. We calculate the accuracy of the CPSFS by comparing with the Bayesian filter. The accuracy rate of filtration is
𝑅𝑎 . We calculate the accuracy rate via

0.45
0.4
0.35
Decreased accuracy rate

into the local spam list and then the system should forward
the email to similar contacts whose similarity is beyond the
threshold. Otherwise, the system will calculate the MD5 hash
for this email, if an email is identified as spam using the
local spam list. That is to say, when the MD5 hash matches
an item in the local spam list, the spam is put into a junk
box and the spam report is pushed to the similar contacts.
The corresponding filtering process is handled by Algorithm
1 LocSpamFilter.
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0.3
0.25
0.2
0.15
0.1
0.05
0

0

5
10
Number of benign keywords

15

Bayesian
Li’s system
Our system

Figure 3: The accuracy rate under poison attacks.

𝑅𝑎 =

𝑛1 + (𝑁 − 𝑛1 ) × (𝑛𝑓 /𝑛𝑖 ) × (𝑛𝑐 /𝑛𝑠 )
𝑁

,

(3)

where 𝑁 is the number of emails used in our experiments.
The number of email correctly classified by Bayesian filter
is denoted by 𝑛1 . 𝑛𝑖 is the number of emails classified
incorrectly by Bayesian filter. 𝑛𝑓 is the number of emails
classified as legitimate but are actually spam. When an email
is classified correctly by the CPSFS, two cases are supposed
to be considered: (1) a user considers it as a legitimate email,
and the CPSFS did not mark it as spam; (2) a user considers
it as spam, and the CPSFS marked it as spam. If an email is
classified by the system correctly, we will record the number
of users, which is denoted as 𝑛𝑐 . 𝑛𝑠 is the total number of the
users in the social network. We evaluate the system using the
same settings as in Section 6.1. The results from formula (3)
show that our CPSFS has a higher accuracy rate than that of
the Bayesian filter and Li’s work (95.1% versus 91.4% versus
93.9%).
Poison attack is that an attacker adds benign keywords
into emails intentionally in order to avoid spam to be
identified by a spam filter. As word segmentation is the
basis of a Bayesian filter, keywords of mail contents have
a crucial impact on classification and performance of a
Bayesian filter. The decreased accuracy is the decreased
value of accuracy when the poison attacks happen. Figure 3
shows the decreased accuracy of the Bayesian filter, Li and
Shen’s work [27], and the CPSFS when they are subjected
to poison attacks. When the number of benign keywords is
set to 0, 5, 10, and 15, the accuracy of our CPSFS decrease
smoothly. But the accuracy of the Bayesian filter decreases
more quickly than that of our CPSFS because the Bayesian
filter is entirely dependent on the detection of spam content.
Our CPSFS reduces the effects of poison attacks on accuracy
by sharing information on spam using crowdsourcing. The
CPSFS considers the association of an email and its recipients,
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1
0.9

0.95

0.8
0.7
Accuracy rate

0.948

Rate

0.6
0.5
0.4

0.946
0.944

0.3
0.2

0.942

0.1
0
0.1

0.15

0.2
0.25
0.3
Interest similarity threshold

0.35

0.94
0.4

0.4

0.55
0.6
Trust threshold

0.65

Figure 5: Accuracy rate under different trust threshold.

Figure 4: The false positive rate and false negative rate.

6.3. Different Trust Threshold and Interest Similarity Threshold.
For formula (2), the value of parameter 𝑏 influences the trust
calculation and the accuracy rate. In our evaluations, the
value of 𝑏 is set to 0.1, 0.2, and 0.3, respectively, and the
accuracy rate results are shown in Figure 5. We can see that
when the trust threshold is set to 0.5, all the three curves
reach their accuracy peaks. In this figure, the accuracy rate
changes dramatically as the trust threshold changes in all the
three curves, which indicates that the trust threshold affects
the accuracy significantly. When 𝑏 is set to 0.1, the correlation
between accuracy and trust is the best as shown in Figure 5.
Therefore the value of 𝑏 is set to 0.1 when calculating trust
values.
The interest similarity threshold is a key factor which
influences the performance of spam filtering. The results
are shown in Figure 6, where the trust thresholds are set
to 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, and 0.7, respectively. It shows that the
accuracy rate changes when the interest similarity threshold increases from 0.1 to 0.4. The accuracy rate is always
higher when the interest similarity threshold is set to 0.1
compared with other interest similarity thresholds. The
accuracy decreases when the interest similarity threshold
increases because users will not push their spam reports if
the interest similarities are lower than the corresponding
thresholds.

0.5

0.1
0.2
0.3

Accuracy rate
False positive rate
False negative rate

0.96
0.955
0.95
Accuracy rate

which helps to reduce the effects of poison attacks to some
extent.
The false positive rate and false negative rate of CPSFS
are shown in Figure 4. False negative represents spam that
is classified as a legitimate email incorrectly. False positive
represents a legitimate email that is classified as spam incorrectly. The interest similarity threshold is set to 0.1, 0.2, 0.3,
and 0.4, respectively. The trust threshold is set to 0.5. The false
positive rate decreases and the false negative rate increases as
the interest similarity is increasing.

0.45

0.945
0.94
0.935
0.93
0.925
0.92
0.1

0.15

0.4
0.5

0.2
0.25
0.3
Interest similarity threshold

0.35

0.4

0.6
0.7

Figure 6: The accuracy rate under different interest similarity
threshold.

7. Conclusion
To handle spam effectively, in this paper, we propose a credible and personalized spam filtering scheme (CPSFS) based on
social trust and interest similarity, where users report their
received spam emails to their contacts in social networks.
We introduced local lists and social sensing mechanism for
spam reports. The trust value and similarity are calculated to
determine whether users should push spam reports to their
friends. The social trust and similarity increase the credibility
of the CPSFS filtering scheme. Our experiments showed that
the accuracy of our CPSFS is better than the conventional
Bayesian filter and some other approaches.
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There is work on Copy Adjustable Incentive Scheme
(CAIS) that adopts virtual credit concept to stimulate selfish
nodes to cooperate in data forwarding [32]. We will consider
incorporating this idea to the situation where some users are
reluctant to share interests. In the future, we will also improve
the performance by improving the network connectivity and
throughput [33]. In addition, we will apply our CPSFS scheme
to other social networks such as mobile social networking and
vehicular social networks [34].
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